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1. Introduction 

We consider a stellar system model that verifies the 
Boltzman equation collissionless and the ellipsoidal hypoth- 
esis for the distribution of peculiar velocities of the stars. 
In the axial case, the potential has been studied for several 
authors: Chandrasekhar (l942), CntalA (1972), Orzis (1977) 
and Sala (1987), obtaining stationary poteiltials of stake1 
type and time depending potentials that have three isolat- 
ing inte rals in involution. In this work, we determine com- 
pletely t 5 e potential for a such model in the stationary and 
non-statiotionary cases. 
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2. The  galactic model 

We adopt a galactic model based on the collissionless 
Boltzaman equation: I 

and the elli soidal hypothesis for the distribution of peculiar 
velocities o P stars L I 

@ ( r ,  v, t )  s @(Q + Q) (2) 
where: Q = vt - A - v and A and a are functions of position 
and time. 

Equation (1) under hypothesis (2) gives the well known 
Fundamental equations of stellar dynamics ( Chandrasekhar, 
1942), which leads to the elements of velocity ellipsoid. A 
more detailed description of the rnode1.i~ pesentedin (Sant 
et al., 1989). The stellar density N ,  we can express as 

3. Results 

from the study of the integrability conditions of the 
Fundamental equations of stellar dynamics (Chandrasekhar, 
1942), we obtain a set of relationships between the parame- 
ters of the model which itre rise to some different cases that 
have provided us the fol 7 owing solutions for the potential: 

Sta$ionary case: 

Ul = c 1 ( m 2 + z 2 ) +  $ + C 3  ; C l ,  C2,  C 3 = c m s t I ,  

U2 = *-+ 3+  F(m2 + z 2 )  ; C l ,  C2 = C W S ~ ,  

' + .  

( I  F is an arbitrary function. 



Non-stationary case: 

k3 is a funtion of time, f is an arbitrary function. 

Stellar density (non-st ationary case, see the stationary 
case in (Juqn-Zornozu, Sanz~Subirunu, 1991): 

, I "  I 

0, = +3(hz2 +<e(e)w2) - @f +a,* 

where w& coxrespods ta the maximourn af rotation veloci- 
ty; 

where g and h are arbitrar functions. 
The obtained r*lult$.kc?kPlement of the cylindrical case 

obtained by Orlis (1977) w d  Sala (1986). As in .the cylindri- 
cal case ,a s hericd ter&twich corregpands to the potential 
created b tRe inner of riiY homogeneous sphere a pears, ac- 
codink fw the mntributidn of the ala'ctic halo. the other f rf: 
case, anvatbitray functida of the sstance to gaJactic centre, 
must be chsidered. 

Mxe,must point out that the obtained do not 
depend on the 8 angle. .Nevertheless the function u and 
the stellaz densty N are functions of B [the self-consistency 
hypothesi~ is not included). Thus, our model is consistent 
with: point-axial miss disttibutions. 
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1. Galactic model 

1.1. Basic as~wnptions, . 
I 

A) The Galactic system is inte&reted as a coedstmce of 
sever& stellar com onents, like inner and main bdge; thin 
and thick disk, ste 7 lar halo, corona, etc. It is not C ~ E E  if 
these stellar corn onents are composed of one or mare Ad- 
lar dpufations (If:ing, 1993), but in order to benefit the mu- P tua understanding we can refine the classification criterion 
up to identify components and populations. Then, h can 
name coniponent to a stellar group with similar astrophysical 
properties and, in particular, from a kinematical view oint , 
to a group that has reached a kind of statistical equili g rium 
so that their velocit distribution can be assumed of normal 
type. Then using C K andrasekhar's notation: 




